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1 DAY 1
We arrived at the TUL (Technical University of Liberec) university at 9.00 AM to a morning meeting at the dean’s office
with Petr (Dekanus), Karel (Vice Dekanus) and Marcela (In charge of international students). We got an introduction to
the program for our stay at Tul. At 10 AM there were presentations from Hong Wu about OUC (Ostfold University
College), the innovation and design study program at Ostfold University College and meeting different cultures by study
in abroad. After his presentation, Lill Michaelsen, a 3 year student from Ostfold University College had a presentation
about innovation and design with focus to the car program and sustainability. When she was done, three of the Czech
students presented their master’s assignment. After all the presentations were done, we all got a tour of the different
labs around campus. In the evening we all went out for a nice dinner in Liberec city.

2 DAY 2
We started the day with a meeting to venture further visits and exchange ideas for what to do next. The budget and
next meeting to the Ostfold University College (OUC) was discussed. Rino Nilsen, our chef engineer at OUC mechanical
engineering lab and I went for a tour at the TUL machine lab to get info about the TUL student projects. When the
official program for the day was done, Karel and Petr took us for a trip to Liberec’s highest mountain. Later in the
evening, we made plans with a master’s student named Martin to take us out to a local place for dinner. Later we went
out to have a look at the local student pubs to see the social life of the students.

3 CONCLUSION
I got interested in the university and all it had to offer. I got a good impression from the TUL staff and the students. The
facilities seemed nice and well equipped. I was especially interested in the surface coating experiment. I think that is
interesting and valuable. The student society looked like it had a positive and social environment. All in all I left with a
good impression and may be interested in to consider this as a place for further exchange study.

